Hyalinizing trabecular tumor of thyroid: does frozen section prevent unnecessarily aggressive operation? Six new cases and a literature review.
Fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) is very accurate in detecting papillary thyroid carcinomas (PTCs). According to the Bethesda system for reporting thyroid cytopathology, the risk for malignancy is 97-99% when FNAC is used to diagnose PTC; the malignancy risk is 60-75% when FNAC results in suspected PTCs. The presence of hyalinizing trabecular tumor (HTT) of the thyroid can cause misdiagnosis because its cytological features mimic PTCs. However, the use of frozen section analysis can assist in the recognition of unique architecture features of HTT, and thus may help prevent the undertaking of an unnecessarily aggressive operation. We retrospectively reviewed all patients diagnosed with HTT by permanent histopathology from February 2009 to October 2013. After acquired agreement of the patients, we analyzed all data and reviewed another nine cases of HTT reported in the English-language medical literature to examine the efficacy of frozen section. There were six patients included in our research (5 women and 1 man), with an average age of 48.8 years. Using frozen section, four patients were diagnosed with HTT and two patients were misinterpreted as PTC. Consequently, four patients had lobectomy and two patients had total thyroidectomy, with no surgical complications. Of the nine cases of HTT reviewed from the English literature, the use of frozen section showed three HTT cases, three PTC cases, two medullary thyroid carcinoma cases, and one deferral case. Overall, the use of frozen section as a diagnostic method prevented additional surgical resection in eight patients (53%). Frozen section can sometimes but not always be used to diagnose HTT. When HTT is diagnosed by its trabecular pattern through the use of frozen section, it may prevent total thyroidectomy.